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Abstract 
Th1s thesis explores one area of artificial 
intelligence research: text generation. The 
topic is developed in the following way: 
a. a brief review of the research, the 
past, present and future of natural language 
generation; 
b. an explanation of Register Vector Grammar 
(RVG), a formalism for parsing and generating; 
and 
c. a methodology for using RVG to generate text 
that is coherent with respect to syntactic, 
semantic and referential constraints. 
\ 
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Chapter 1 - Natural Language Generation Research 
A. Introduction 
The process by which a child learns to speak 
language is nothing short of miraculous. 
Having personally observed two human beings 
progress in just a few years from uttering little 
more than a grunt to parsing and generating 
highly sophisticated discourse and having 
compared their capability to that of the computer 
under years of tutorage by computational 
linguists, I concede that this area of artificial 
intelligence has yet a long way to go. 
Even on a child's level of speech, the 
manufacture of sentences is quite technical.· 
McDonald attests to the complexity of the 
process: 
"Even if we ... look just at 
the •linguistic• part of the process 
- selecting words and constructions, 
applying grammatical rules, and producing 
the words in sequence - it is clear that 
very sophisticated rules are being· followed. 
Somehow we select one lexical/syntactic 
combination from the many possible 
alternatives, managing to attend 
simultaneously to the potentials of the 
different constructions, our multiple 
goals, and the constraints arbitrarily 
imposed by our grammar. We follow 
conventions of direct utility only to 
our audiences and actively maintain 
elaborate coherency relations across large 
stretches of discourse 11 • [McDonald 80] 
6 
To expect the computer to achieve this level 
of competency in a short period of time is 
unrealistic, but research has been chipping away 
at the proble~s, and a number of text generation 
·systems are, in use ,t:oc;j~·y. Moreover, as the need 
for th$ creation qf quality text continues to 
g··.row:,. we wi 11 (.in:do~.bte;!cf1_:y see research in new 
a·re·as as well a·s: ·furt:he.·r study of those a .. spects 
o.f a.c·t'i v·e . 
.. ,-r, vos t; g a.t. ion·. 
;:n:c:t,n·v.eh:i:eh·ce;·s :o·;f the machine, m..O$·t· ~tably, th.e· 
A ·nurn--
th·.e. :"a-b:i 1·•1t.y t .. o: ::c:cim·muhi'q.a,~~: in: n.a:t·-lrr-~:1. l.-"n;g_:u-age- ••. 
Almos:t :clh.y: s.:ys·t.em 1:_:~ :gr.ea:~ly .~on:s:.-t;-_ri c:te.·d. i;n t-ts 
.. · . 
It is rto lohg-r possible to predict during pro~ 
gr.a.m·ro.,:rtQ- ev,e,:r-y. :possible output which ·w,:11 b.·e: 
7 
required in such areas as process control and 
expert systems. Thase and other systems need to 
be able to generate original text. 
3. Systems should be capable of gene-
rating output of many different forms, status 
reports, rationales for action taken, alternative 
data paths, etc. 
4. The techniques of prototyping in 
system analysis and design use a fourth genera-
tion language to construct a model for user re-
view. Because of the many changes necessary 
during the process, a natural language interface 
would greatly improve this task. 
5. Text generation used in query lan-
guages needs to be improved so that • resources ,n 
a data base can be fully tapped. 
6. Communication in a variety of robo-
tics environments would be enhanced by capabili-
ties to generate meaningful discourse. 
7. Finally, a long-range goal for 
natural language generation is well-written, 
quality, multi-paragraph text for a variety of 
linguistic -purposes including machine transla-
tion, synopsis, and reporting. 
These demands for natural language in a 
8 
\· 
computer environment, as well as many others 
which will undoubtedly surface in the next de-
cade, have established text generation as one of 
the most vital areas of AI research. 
C. Text Generation Systems 
A review of some of 
generation systems follows. 
the important text 
1. The Kafka Generator [Mauldin 84] 
1.1 Purposes and Design 
XCALIBUR is a natural language inter-
face used to extract data from and answer queries 
to expert systems. The Kafka generator is imple-
mented by XCALIBUR to produce a single sentence. 
The Kafka generator performs the fol-
lowing functions as part of the XCALIBUR system: 
a) formulates replies to user 
queries to expert systems, 
b) clarifies poor input from the 
user to the system, and 
c) formulates system questions to 
the user. 
Kafka uses an interpreter written in Franz 
Lisp to convert input from XCALIBUR (which is in 
a case frame format) or from a relational data-
base into conceptional dependency graphs and then 
9 
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into English, implementing both semantic and 
syntactic processing. Kafka receives a case 
frame from XCALIBUR and uses transformational 
rules to produce new case frames, with lexical 
items as output in the process. Recursion is 
used to instantiate subcases of the parent node 
of the CD graph. 
1.2 Generation Phases 
Generation by Kafka is accomplished by 
a number of modules, each of which performs a 
sub-process. First, preprocessing simplifies 
case frame input, stripping unnecessary syntactic 
information and clarifying complex frames. Then, 
as required for queries, interrogative form • ,s 
changed to declarative with placeholders for 
information in the reply. The database then 
fills in these blanks, and a conceptual dependen-
cy graph is constructed. Next, a verb is selec-
ted for each CD primitive, then adjectives and 
nouns are added. 
are printed. 
Finally the leaves of the tree 
81] 
2. Knowledge Delivery System [Mann & Moore 
2.1 Purpose and Design 
The purpose of KOS is to produce well-
1 0 
written mult1paragraph text. One of the major 
problems in computer generation of text is that 
there is no concrete theory of writing to explain 
how people create text. In constructing KOS, 
Mann and Moore set out to explore the art of 
writing and, in so doing, add to the understan-
ding of the process of writing, as well as the 
knowledge of how to simulate it by computer. 
Multiparagraph text generation previous 
to KOS was designed to use a Partitioning para-
digm. These systems process input via large 
information structures which must be broken down 
into smaller pieces suitable for single senten-
ces. Sentences are formed by traversing the data 
structure. Several problems result in this pro-
cess: information pertinent for one sentence may 
not be adjacent in the data structure; there may 
be useless pieces of information after extracting 
sentences; and the difficulty of determining good 
sentence boundaries in the remaining structure is 
problematic. 
These deficiences caused Mann and Moore 
to reject Partitioning and adopt a Fragment-and-
Compose Pa.~adigm, which, rather than systemati-
cally biting chunks of information and forming 
1 1 
sentences 1n order from the data structure, in-
stead fragments the structure into propositional 
parts and then composes meaningful sentences and 
meaningful paragraphs. 
2.2 Generation Modules 
There are five modules involved in the 
process: 
a. Fragmenter, which divides the input 
into small units; 
b. Problem-Solver, which determines 
style and organization of the text; 
c. Knowledge-Filter, wh·ich removes 
redundant information; 
d. Hill-Climber, which repeatedly 
improves the quality of the protosentences, com-
bines the clauses, then compares options; 
e. Surface-Sentence-Maker, which for-
mulates final sentences using a context free 
grammar and semantic rules. 
An important contribution of KOS re-
search is the concept of goal pursuit: the pro~ 
gram and the system are designed to seek the best 
way of saying something, given the knowledge to 
be communicated. This was the first implemen-
tation of revision in machine generated text, a 
12 
topic which is receiving much attention in to-
day's research (to be discussed later). 
3. MUMBLE [McDonald 80] 
3.1 Purpose and Design 
McDonald's system generates immediate 
speech, the conversational type in which the 
party does not know what is to be said in subse-
quent utterances. The system operates in an on-
line framework, like conversation, generating 
from ,.messages" that are passed to the linguistic 
component. There are two transducers, one form-
ing a knowledge representation fro~ the message, 
and the second producing text from the data 
structure. 
Controller. 
These transducers answer to the 
3.2 Analysis of the Generation 
At any given time, the state of the 
linguistic component can be viewed as a four-
dimensional array consisting of the following 
information: 
a. the name of the controller process 
subroutine (Process-node, Process-slot, and Dis-
patch), 
b. the value of the three controller 
variables (current-node, current-slot, current-
13 
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contents), 
c. the value of the grammar variables, 
d. the record of the discourse 
history. 
4. Other Text Generators 
Having reviewed three interesting systems 
for text generation, I mention also the following 
important systems currently in use: 
a. TEXT [McKeown 82] - uses schemas to 
define text regions that satisfy predicates 
b. PROTEUS [Davey 79] - uses semantic nets 
to describe tic-tac-toe games in multiparagraph 
text 
c. KAMP (Appelt 81] - generates single 
sentence output 
d. RACTER [reviewed by Kenner 86]- engages 
in somewhat meaningless babbling with a user 
D. Analysis of a Generator 
On the lowest level of generation is a ran-
r 
dom syntactic generator. One step above canned 
text, the program is supplied with a grammar of 
rules which are enforced at random. If a parti-
cular rule has a lexical category attached to it~ 
a word of the sentence is generated from within 
the program. In the next refinement, the word is 
14 
selected at random from a lexicon. The rules of 
the grammar have provisions for wh-questions, 
yes-no questions, clause embedding, participles, 
active and passive voice. 
In the gray area between syntax and seman-
tics, various morphology and agreement rules must 
be enforced: agreement of the verb with its sub-
Ject, case of pronouns, plural forms, 
ples. 
partici-
On a higher level, the generator implements 
semantics. Predicative semantics accumulates 
semantic infomation from the words generated and 
places constraints on subsequent words. The 
predicate structure thus formed assures that 
arguments generated from the lexicon satisfy the 
semantic requirements for the particular text 
being generated. Predicative semantics operates 
in much the same way as the semantic theory of 
psychology [Smith et al 74], which argues that 
people store semantic features in their mental 
lexicon and use these when generating sentences. 
Referential semantics increases the depth of 
semantic processing by making the semantic infer-
mation part of a permanent database. This refe-
rent list can be maintained, updating with new 
15 
entries and adding qualities of old ones almost 
indefinitely, therefore broadening the scope of 
text for which the system can assure semantic 
agreement. Grosz et al [83] consider this a 
vital aspect of generation and implement it 
conceptually as focusing (discussed below). 
E. Issues and Problems 
As mentioned above, a major problem in crea-
ting text by machine is that, despite a large 
body of knowledge in linguistics, we have no 
concrete theory detailing how people go about 
creating text. The heuristics which are part of 
writing skills and the psycholinguistics of the 
process itself have been the object of intense 
research for over a decade, but it will be some 
time before experts agree on tI,e issues below and 
the problems are solved to an extent where 
sophisticated text generation is accomplished. 
1. The Grammar 
The systems discussed above, and most 
others, are operating with a very limited subset 
of a grammar. This is due, in part, to the fact 
that grammars have come from the ranks of lin-
guists, who do not usually impose upon a grammar 
the rigor necessary for computational processing, 
16 
parsing or generation. Some researchers feel 
that a sophisticated and complete grammar re-
quires the work of competent linguists and cannot 
be developed by computer scientists[Mann 82]. 
Systems ~perating with only a fragment of a gram-
mar cannot hope to generate text which approxi-
mates human-produced material, and, moreover, 
risk creating subtle misconceptions and erroneous 
images in the minds of readers. 
On a larger scale, a restrictive grammar 
limits the applicability of the system; the 
program can then generate only a very predictably 
small variety of text. 
The formalism used to describe the grammar 
is also at issue. A recent project by Derr and 
McKeown (86] uses Definite Clause Grammar, whose 
rules are composed of first order predicate logic 
clauses. The DCG formalism solves a number of 
sticky generation problems in the following ways: 
a. nonterminals have arguments which can 
hold the string being analyzed 
b. the parse tree representation can be 
built and passed easily 
c. agreement and morphology information can 
be maintained easily ,.-.. 
17 
d. encoding is facilitated by the ability 
to carry extra conditions or flags with the gram-
mar rules. 
Because DCG lends itself well to linguistic pre,·-
cessing, it is likely to be "an important sµb:Jec:t 
of future research. 
2. The Input R:·ep,res·entat"!on 
The way in which the knowledge required by 
the generator is presented to it is critical 
the effectiveness of the text produced. 
• ,n 
This 
:kn6wledge representation of the deep structu-~e 
v,a.ri.es; wi.cfe·'1.y w:ith ~-h$ sy.stem, running the gamu.t: 
·t. ·._ .. ······ .. 
·r.om pr.-edi.c .. a.t·e ¢.a:·lculus to semantic nets. M~_ny 
we.a:k:n·ess.-s in a generator result from: the· de:f·;:~ 
c-ien·-c:e's ;·., t:he input representation, for .. e"><ampl·e, 
the lacJ~t of: c.oncrete :sym:b.o.ls· to signify abs·tr.a>c---
. . .. ·.. . 
:or ·1- ,·k·e'l i:h.ood. 
. ·. . ...... . 
Fu~.u.r·$: research w1·11 .n:eed t:·o 
dj·~amati¢ally improv·e the knowledge rep_rese.nt·;:rt·i.O.h: 
~ 
:t:o so.lve .. ·these kinds of problems-. 
3~ Di·scourse Coherence 
When correct syntax and semantics a·re a-
chieved, text is successfully produced. But 
there are many ways by which one can judge the 
quality of that text and there is general agree-
.; 
ment that systems must aim for better-written, 
more polished, smoother text with variety of 
expression, the kind created by people. The 
natural language generators of the future must do 
more than answer queries; they must write manuals 
and generate reports, translate effectively ahd 
completely, and perform the entire gamut of human 
.wri:ti-n~. function·s-, exct:fpt perhaps on the most 
cre.ati.ve level. 
.. The dimension added to syntax and semantics. 
to elevate text to the level of discourse i• 
:pragmatics. Roseri,chien (81] summarizes disco·u·:rse. 
t.heo.·ry as the. proc;e~s 9.:f ·s.t,ud:ying "how lingUiti-c 
t-ic .. eff·ec·t"·. 
goal-pursuing activity when a pers_on engages ·irt 
i"t, since wo:·r·ds are chosen with the belief t-ha.t 
:O:ne. wi· 11 a.c::--c·:o·.m:r:>l:i:sh the purpose one has in mi:nd· •. 
Grosz et al (.83] identify two types of dis-
course coherence: global, which interconnects 
large segments of discourse to yield the general 
p.u:r:pose of the text, and local, b_y =wh·ich sent en-: 
·.oes·· :c·ontribute to the larger segments. Text 
g·e·11:~:r:a.t·ion needs to consider these separately . 
.. 
There are a number of factors which affect ·.. . ··, . -. 
19 
16cal discourse coherence. A major consideration 
is definite reference, including deixis and ana-
phora, to be discussed below. This referencing 
brings cohesion to the text, as does ellipsis anq 
coreferences (u·s;e of the same item twice). 
In a·ddition, other linguistic constructions 
need to be correctly and frequently applied, as 
they contributed continuity to text. 
clud~ the fo1lowi-ng connectives: 
These in--
a. subordinate and coordinate conJunJ:ti::qn·s.,. 
b. adverbials, such as "the ref or·e:-•t . ·-,i.·o:·b~ . . , 
viously", and "accordingly• ; 
c. sentential adjuncts , su:ch a:s: "~fi-.r~·t- of 
By connecting two segments of discourse expliq{t~ 
l y, t·hese ·const.ru:ct.s f·orc.e in·.creased underst.·an'."'""'. 
:d.ing -of the t·e>(t_. 
Some of the theoretical asp~cts of discourse 
coherence which are being studied have interes-
ting ramifications both linguistically and compu-
tationally. The given/new strategy, for example, 
.deals with that aspect of discourse which pur~ 
'PC>rts that there is "shared knowledge, 
11 a set of 
pr,opositions which the speaker and 1 istener be.-
20 
tr ' .... 
11eve they have in common [Clark & Marshall 81]. 
Certainly this theory needs to be extended into 
generation. Another important theoretical issue 
is focusing, discussed below. 
4. Focus and Definite Reference 
Definite reference can be classified in 
various ways. Two important types are deixis and 
anaphora. Deixis concerns the use of declara-
t, .. ives suc;h as "this" and "that". Anaphora con$i--
d·er,s' c!rll other cases of pronouns and defirr·itf;' 
d·e$Qr-i.P-ti on. Until recently, the interp:ret.a_-t.iO.rJ: 
ctf ·c,:n· a.n::as:>h.oric .expression relied completel.y up·9n 
.d.-e:-t,e_r·n:ri_ning and analyzing it antecedent. Current, 
exposes this totally 
··t:nterpretation ·a:s: insufficien·t:. to handle :_se-m:ant'i:c 
arrd pragmatic factors. In 1.a·ni:gu_a.ge- geriera,t·ion, a 
more c•omprehe.(~ive urrder.standi.ng of referents 
:di·s-c·ourse 
. . ' 
... · 
_[811, 
The ~oncept of focus provides a first step 
t 
toward a solution to the problems of anaphora 
• 
,n 
generation. The focusing process affects local 
coherence, in the following way: t~,e speaker, a~ 
any time in a discourse, focus$s attention on a 
21 
certain item in a context space, 
what Jhat item is by his language; 
and indicates 
the listener 
must follow the speaker, choosing a new focus as 
the speaker introduces one, and establishin.g.: its 
va lid·i ty f.rom subsequent rhetoric. In :machine 
gene-,ra:"t:ion·.,: -a semantic process must be conducte.d 
This presen.ts a.: 
,number of pro.bl1:9.ms, particularly when there .a·r:e 
:ri1u·lt i pl e foci, a$ in the f o 11 o:wi-ng: 
My daughters, L.isa and Genny, are as 
different as night and day. They each 
have many talents, but it is obvious 
they will use them in different ways. 
Lisa is very creative and literate. Sh~ 
~ill undoubtedly perform in the theatre 
¢r critique it, whereas Genny will d•si9n 
i·t .or build it, since she is an analyt:i:...; 
·c.al a.nd mechanical thinker. Yet it's t·r.ue 
·that ·1 think they are both delightful. 
The extensive use of anaphora and constant 
shifting of focus. while natural in discourse. 
will be demanding for computer generation. 
Discourse coherence in written text will be 
subject to more stringent demands, since the text 
is on a much higher level than single sentences 
q:-r e,,:en multiple sentences in dialogue! The ·mos·t, 
rec,e.n·t ·thinking in this area is the reJee__-t;:i,oo Qf 
i l t · d f to ·a mo..re' 
.a :s · n-g· .. e_-pass genera or , n e erence 
natural approach 1m1tating the way people write, 
~ 
that is, with repeated revision. This introduces 
multiple opportunities for recognizing coherence 
.d.if·f1culties on different levels and correcting 
them in a multi-phase approach. The KOS system 
uses a Hi.11--Cl imber module to generate with revi-
sion. The Penman system [Mann 83] represents the 
mo·.st: recent technology in this theory, using a 
wider veriety of methods of refinement at each 
s;)t·.a'ge ;pf :re-v·iision, such as paring down sentence 
:·a;nd li.·mit··fo.g clause embedding, 
t·ra..'qiti:Q_n·al :met:ho:ds of revision in writin.:g. 
s·= •. t.e·xt bt~:g_a n i z at ion 
Yhe effectiveness of generated .. . text 
two· 
is 
strongly affected by the way in which it was 
planned. One facet of this planning is text 
~r~anization: the -tructure of the text is clear-
ly composed Of ~~11-defined parts~ a·11 of which 
-~f-e. ·combined to ·form a unit. 
. .· . 
Mann's Rhetorical Structure Theory [Mann 84] 
is one of the few studies which specifically 
explores this aspect of text planning. RST re-
s:e:arc.h has divided the study of text organization 
·1nto descriptive theory, used to study naturally 
oc·curing t·ext, and constructive theory, for the 
23 
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process of machine generated text. Mann uses 
goal-pursuit and a number of schemas as the means 
to accomplish quality text generation. 
There will likely be other theories of text 
organization in the future. striving for MannTs 
characteristics: 
a. comprehens:·i:veness: us.e .. f:.u:l hes·s: Tio·r a 1. l 
types of t:ext, 
b. scale insensitivity: US&fulness fo~ ·~ny 
• size text, 
c. functionality: success i·n a:chie:v:1··ng t·ne 
intended effect of the writer, 
e. generativity: appl icabi l it·y· 
.. 
t·t,: b··t·h · .. o_ ·.··. 
descriptive and constructive text. 
24 
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Chapter 2 - An RVG Natural Language Generator 
A. Introduction 
Register Vector Grammar is a natural lan-
guage processing system which represents syntac-
/ 
,/ 
tic and semantic content by using ternary feature 
vect .. oJ·•s.. C.uirr·eh:tly in place at Lehigh University 
1·-s, -an R.VG: parser developed by Gl.enn: Blank ar,d. 
written in Turbo Pascal, and th,is generator is a·.n: 
·extension ·of that natural ·1anguage system. 
This chapter will describe the syntactic 
part of the generator RVGGEN and suggest direc-
tions ·for semantic processing via RVG. Extensive' 
·s-ystem d·ocume.-nt.,at·i·on is a.va_ilable for RVG and no· 
attempt wi 11 .be made to reiterate that i_nf.or--
mation. 
8:. Found·ations :of. R.V·G· 
As noted above, RVG processes· natura·1 ian~ 
guage using ternary vectors. These vector$. 
implemented in Pascal using sets, are ordered n-
tuples of a- fixe.d' ·1en._g:t.h,. ea.ch element of ._w.hic;:.h 
vector is a placeholder for a ce·rtain synta·ct.i·.c 
or semantic characteristic; the value ~hieh 
stands 1n the placeholder represents, in gene~alt 
absence (0), presence (1), or neutrality (2). 
25 
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Ternary vectors are involved in both syntactic 
and semantic processing. The Current Syntactic 
State Register (CSSR) is a ternary vector which 
controls the order of syntactic productions; the 
Current Predication State Register (CPSR) con·~-
. .. 
trpls generation of entries which in turn a·.r:~ 
·q·o_m_pp$ed of tern:~r·y vectors represen-t ~f"ng- se_rn_an.t·i c. 
pro·_p'E!·rties. 
:O.!' ,Nature aoc;f Purpose 
The· (current) purp-c>$.·e :of RVGGEN is to gene-
rate single sentence out~Ut Osin~ Register Vector 
\' 
Grammar and a lexicon.- Syn~ac:tic generation 
proceeds a• follows: 
:·p·l aced i.n the CSSR. 
Ah· initial state ·valu~ is 
:Strb.s:equent iteration .of: the, 
whose co.r1:di':t1··0-r, vector matches the CSSR: is iap.--
pl ie_d ... ·t.he -~·-tats of the CSSR is advanced bas.e·d-- ·o.·n 
t:he :rE:ls·ult v~ct·or of the· pro:duction rul-e:. 
two modes: 
Bri~f- -- :pri:-:nt.s ·a single senten=ce 
T·r:~·ce - f·.o-1 lows the generation of ·the 
:·s-en.te·n(fe:, pri:n:tirtg .cs:·s:R values as they change. 
0:. o·esign 
The program is written in Turbo Pascal using 
26 
. - .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
: 
var1o~s 1nput files. All but one of these files 
are converted from text to record format by a 
utility·: program, also in P~scal. 
follows: 
fnitialize variables and registe6s 
Repeat 
form a lin·k:e:d·. 1,:s:t of a 11· pr·qduc-
:t_,,o.n .. $ whose condition ve:ctor matches the CSSR 
choose on·:e of these at random (to 
··t .,: : it ·;:s_, a ·1e:xi::ca.·1 p.r9:d·u_9t_J_Q_n·., 
ca:t·ego·ry·, 
chang·~ th,e: cs:s;_,~ a·ccording to ·th·e 
r~:s,ult:·· vector of the pr:Q.:c.:luc-tion 
Until .the. f·:1·r1a1· state is rea:-c::hed:. 
It should be noted that at any g;ven point 
in the generaton process there may be many~ one, 
or no productions which may apply. If none are 
·pos~i~l• as~ n~xt state, the generation process 
f. · ...... ,·· . a, ·. _:s ... :I·f· e:>rll-y· .one applies, that step is taken . 
I·n: -,.no.st instances, the linked list SynQ will 
c·on_::t~in a number of possible productions whose 
condition vectors match the CSSR. In this case, 
a weight for each production (from an input file) 
is compared to a random number: if the weight 
exceeds the random number, the production suc-
ceeds; otherwise the next potential production is 
tested. If no production succeeds, a function 
chooses the highest weighted producti6n in SynQ. 
The weights file is sensitive to the 
frequency of English constructions. Thus when 
the syntactic state is conducive to a number of 
different poss·i bl e product i ens., the·- 'det>e·rmi nat-·i o.h 
will be m.:ad·e based on ·it's ·1 i _k'e:1 ·;,:hood -i;n 
.F--o.r examp.le.,, the generation: of :-~ 
' . 
E •. I.'n·· ·.Lft 
. P ... 
1. SynFile - ·This is a file of r9cords 
converted by a utility program from a text file. 
Each record in the file consists of a grammati-
=r~:~iult_;· a. r::egister indicating if the prod=u·c:ti.:o.h 
i• -~ le~ic~J one, one which requires morphologi-
cal proc .. e.s=singt or neither; a register marking 
that passa:g·e to a new clause level is indicated 
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by this production; a field to store the number 
of non-lexical productions which can precede this 
production; for non-lexical productions, the nUM-
ber of contraints; an array of indices tp. p·.r-pduc.-
tions ,-.,."h.·ich .can precede this one. 
2. LexFile - Also converted from text to 
record format by the preprocessor, each lexical 
record consists of the alphabetic representation 
of the lexeme, an array of indi:ces to lexical 
·p:_r·oduct ions of ·the l exeme ' s category, a:nd ....... the: 
n1Jmber of :g:r·ammatical categories to whi'-c::·h. tni:s. 
lexeme belongs. 
3. MaxVecFile - This is a text fil~ dtin~ 
taining the length of the ternary vectors~ 
4. WeightFile - As explained abov~, this is 
a text file assigning a weight to each production 
rule. In a random generator, adjusting these 
we.ig.hts will de:t·ermine when one suitable n·Eftiur:a·1 
5. LookupFile - This is a file of reco~ds 
produced in processing the lexicon file by the 
converting utility. The text file for the lexi-
con contains morphological forms for lexemes; 
th1a 1nformat1on 1s stored in LoQk~pFtle.~ 
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,. 
·F. Output 
Currently all output is interactive. The 
program prompts for a mode of operation as noted 
above. Additionally. the user is asked for the 
number of sentences to be generated. If Brief 
mode is selected, output consists of the number 
of sente,ces requested; if Trace mode is selec-
.--=--
ted, the progression through the gener~t:ion pro-
·cess is traced, includi-ng state changes,. produc-
tions chosen by :m:~t:o:.hing:. and resultant effect 
.u:pon the CSSR. 
:G:-.• F-utuJ·,e Di re:c:::t·ions 
·. - ' . ·. ·.. . _.' .. - : . . . . .-. ; . . 
semantics. 
RVGGEN wi11 next implement predicative 
Sem'a:nt·ic: ,·,of·ormation will be a part 
of the lexi-c.o.n. :in the f.o:rrn. of ternary semantic. 
vector:$:. Th.e p:r-oc:e$:s. ,O'·f· predica.ti.-o.n.. wi 11 be 
~-c-.c.o.mpl i s'hed by a ge·ne'r·a·1 i zed rout i·ne. p·red 3, which 
i's ·ro:(ighly the semaht·ic: counterpa.rt of the match-, 
-:c:;:h'ahge ·proces-s i-n tne syntactic comportent, 
t·h·e c,hang:e procedure "refining" an -artt:,:r'y·· b·y iac·cu: .. 
MOl~t.ing of semantic features. Pred3 allows 
~e~-ntid constraints to further ~estrict the 
,w.qrds to '.be generated. 
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i.2 Data Structures 
The following data structures implement the 
semantic component of the system. 
a. EntrySlots = (Cat,. L~:b,- .Instance, 
lnt b·, .Ax·~.1 , Arg 2, Locus, Goal , Gr:oup ):- ;-
:b. EntryType = array .[Erttry_s·l-ot,s.] .o.·f 
:1_·,n·t·eg·- et···· 
' . . . , 
c. Entry: EntryType; 
Entry therefore consists of an ordered array 
of integers indexing elements in other arr·ays. 
The Cat slot indexes a set with information for 
ea:ch syn_t·~_ctic category (described below). Th.e 
Lab': ·sl.o-t inde>,es '! label in the array of lexi'.c:al 
r 
·qat-eQo·ry· labels. The other slots in the de·clarra~ 
t_.ion. .Qf EntryS1ot$ ·i.n1c:fee>t eit-her a. ·ternary ve:ct-o:r 
·i:n S_emVecs (desc.-r·ib.ed below, and in.d·icated: -by a. 
t · b · t ). t h · t · ; n t he n·eg,a .. __ ., v-~ ·.s:u :scr, p --- o.r ano er e·n_-,r~r
c;:Qu(·~eDa·t~base (des-.cri:bed bel.o.w-,. a:nd i:nd·ieat.ed: b:y. 
a. pqs:i t·i ve subscr ;·p-t). 
En·t·ry is the mole.cu:·J.e of· ·t: .. ha 1:·e)(i'.-c.on at1.d the 
discourse database. 
d. Lexic:on:: .array .[ 1 o·f·· .·e·n·t.ryType; 
' .. 
e. LabelType = string[10]; 
f. Lexlabels: array [] of :L~·belType; 
·s. 1 
, 
: ,, 
g. LexisSpace = array [O .. ,.a] of Entry-
Type; 
h. DatabaseSpace = array [a+1 .. b] of 
E-n.t·-ryType; 
i ~- CP.S.RrefsSpace = arr~y- [b+l .• c] o·t· 
:·En·t:r~1tv·p-·e:,-·_ 
... ~' ~ ... ,. 
The preceding three type declaraticitls' are 
below used with pointer structures. T·he three 
declarations deal with large data sturctures, 
hence the .. s.paee al l.oc~tion is done wit~h, pointer-s .. 
J·. S'ert'i'V·e·osSpace = arr~-¥ [~.a-:OO: :~ .. ·OJ of 
k~ SemFreeType = array [-800 ~~OJ of 
boolean; 
l. DatabaseType = record 
E: ""'Data baseSpace.; 
end; 
m. DiscourseDatabase: DatabaseType; 
As the generator produces new referents, 
they are added to the database. Pointers are 
estab1ished from the CPSR to old referehts in the 
da,tab·a·se ~s predication proceeds. Thus. t·he teY~t 
thift.' 1$ g,~nerated wi 11 obe·y lexically' encoded and 
database accumulated semantic constraints. 
The discourse database concentrates on glo-
bal focusing, maintaining a list of permanent 
entities and relations . 
. n. CPSRrefsType = record 
·end; 
E: -cPSRrefsSpace; 
Enum: b .. c; (as above) 
This is used for local focusing, as tempor-
ary entities are built up by the sentence. 
o. SemVecOrFree = record 
V: TernaryVe.cto:r.;. 
end; 
p. SemVecs: array of SemVecOrFree; 
Free indicates whether the corresponding 
vector (by subscript) is used or free. 
q. CPSRrange = ( pred, su b.j ,. o.:b:J, it).b.j· ;-
·r·.. CPS.R ·: array [CPSR·range:]: ·o,f ·1,nt·e~: 
·g>e·r · 
. . .,
This array indexes database entries. The 
slots are grammatical roles. Predicative seman-
tics accesses the discourse database entries via 
the CPSR. 
,. 
1 ,.:3 Some Additional Modules Necessary 
~~ Function NewSemanticVector creates 
a he~ ~~bttir in SemVecs in the process of refi-
~ing Qr -~ltering an existing semantic vector. 
b.. Proce,Jure Pred3, given two entrie·s ,· 
checks for a match of the vectors and refines t:he 
first by the second if a match occurs. 
databa_se :entries may point at ot-he~ ·en:t·ries;, 
get vectors. 
Main predicate actions (VTRANS, VINTRANS, 
PREP and CAOJ) and auxiliary actions (TENSE, 
PROG, PASSIVE, etc) typically map CPSR roles 
(SUBJ, OBJ . . , IOBJ, NPHEAD) onto arguments of 
C'.P:-5:R-[PR·ED] and c:·al l Pred3 .to combine CPSR[PRED]. 
wit_:_h t.he lexical p·re.d·i-cate,. A_g'ain weights det~·r·~ 
Pred,3 perf.orms the following 
actions in generating, for example, 
... The little girl smiled." 
1. In the semantic action associated with 
the syntactic production NADJ, ·11ttle• is gen-
erated, and CPSR[NPhead] is refined to "little". 
2. In the semantic actions for the syntactic 
productions NUMBER and N, •girl• is generated, 
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and CPSR[NPhead] is refined to -PLUR and HUMAN. 
3. In the semantic actions for syntactic 
productions TENSE and VINTRANS. subject-tense 
agreement is checked, "smiled" is generated, and 
CPSR [NPhead] is chec:.ke.d· as a possible subJe.ct ·o·f 
,smiled, that is:,_ ·is, CPSR[NPhead] HUMAN? 
c .. P·r.o:c:edure MakeNewRef produces a new 
cfa,.-t:_~:_b-,se entry and returns the address (sub-
$·c:r-ipt} :of th.at· entr:y-. 
2:. ::Ref·e.re.nt. ;:-at .s.err1:.an_ti (:ts.· 
:~,:. 1 ·r·.n·t rodu.ct io:n. 
:A G,iven/New strategy can, be' i.-rnp-le.men:ted 
a:s an ~,~~:fitiona·l constraint on m~ih predicates, 
't:t.,_~t, i's, ... q]a·u:s-~·1 :Pred·i cat es should not on 1 y mate h 
:t·-h,e: a.r,gu_mf!_nts·, :they should s~y something new 
a-:bo,u,t them. This involves the us:e .of ass_Y.mmetric 
:ni'atching of whole predicate s.tructures,- ·t·o avo·i·d: 
generating "The· l-ittle gi.rl smiled, grih·n·in .. g: ·f·r.om 
ear to ea,r". 
·2.2 New Oat.a S.tru:t:.:t:.u.r-.es: 
a~ Prohs ~ ~ ~-dord for pronoun ma·in~ 
t:-:en.ar)"c.e co·n$.=i s:-t:·; ng :o·-f a Lex field, an array ···f 0, 
subscripts for lexical pronouns; Curr and Prev 
f1elds, arrays of subscripts for database en-
tries, mentioned in current and previo·us clause:. 
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At startup, the PRONS list is initialized to 
contain "you" and "I". Both Prev and Curr are 
Upon firing NPCLOSE, the cleared to all zeros. 
database address in CPSR[NPHEAD] is copied into 
the last unused slot of Curr. At CCLOSE, Prev is 
cleared, Curr is copied into Pr~v, and Curr ts 
cleared for another cycle. 
s.ubscri pts, one indexing -a ttame string ·ih L~xLa~ 
bels, the other indexing a database en~ry~ 
c. ·$.peci al Lex .... an array of- ,s.ubscr-i:pts 
of lex:ic .. ai: er)-t:rie:s t .. ·o be· specifica·11y. e::><a.m·i·_ned by 
t:J1e Seota:n·t·i.c.Ac:·~-ion.s p.rocedt..1re. T,he subscripts 
f_9r· S'p_ec:·i:a'l.Lex -ar·f:!. themselves con_stants (such as 
:l,NT,. :oE::F, I_.NDEF). For example, Lexicon[SAOcial-
:·Lex."[O.efJJ w·il] :111d·ex ·the lexica··l: etrt_r.-y 11 the 11 • 
. .· ~ .. 
2.3 Design 
At startup, the initial impetus for the type 
of text to be generated is certainly an area for 
future consideration. For example, the topic to 
be :dis,cJJS:s·e·d may be determined by a query to 
-da·taba$e, o:r" ·the subje~t: of a manual beinJ~ 
written Q:,-. a. doct.rme'ri·t be-i.ng tra,1slated. 
The design discussed below is that of a 
random generator. ; At the beg;nn;ng of the 
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generation pro~ess, the first referent generated 
'-
will be a new referent; subsequently, the 
generator will be able to choose whether to gen-
er:ate text pertaining to :a new referent or one 
:w:hic.h exists already. 
Once immersed in generating a sentence, the 
program will decide whether the noun phrase gen-
erated will be an old (NPOld) or new (NPNew) 
referent. f3oth NPOld and NPNew will have the same 
conditio:rl vectors; ·choosing will be· de:cided: b.:y 
or-d·~rin:.g: (\Old before New) and randomnes·$. o.f: .O'ld: 
(N.ew.· ~,·1 wa.y.s succeeds). Their result· ve:c=tors; 
:duct.i'on IN DEF,: and NPNew (-DEF) -w;·1 i- ,rule :oJ.Jt 
:o.EF, NAME, PR.ON,, and PRONREF\L.EX (·gf:!scrib·.ed; be-
·1ow). The semantic. acti·o.ri cal l.ed by -NPNew wi 11 
'1n-voke MakeNewRef, • ,n 
CPSR[NPHEAD]. NPOld, .:oh t.he c:-orft·ra·r:y., :will ran-
domly pick a referent ·f·r·om ·the: da·ta-ba·se. 
· ... · . ... .~. . ..... -~ 
Order will be important for phrasal produc-
tions, and will be enforced by the weights file 
as described above. In addition, the generator 
will generate t·ext .Pertaining to an old ·ref;et•ent 
1n preference too producing a new one. T,he fol-· 
lowing orde-r-
.. ·. . . 
is· a natural one 
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generation process: 
a. PRON REFLEX 
- Reflexives are pronouns 
speQifically used to re-reference the head of a 
noun clause within the same clause. If 
CPSR[NPHEAD] is the same referent as CPSR[SUBJ], 
then the reflexive form 
:et:d ~ ): should be used. 
(herself, themselves, 
The syntactic condition 
~vector of PRONREFLEX shou:l·d ·r·ule 1:t·s_E!lf .o~.t· be.:-
w, 11 not be used as -t:h:e su···b:Jet:ft· •. 
b... PRON (Nonlexica1) ~- Tb.is ·a.ct·ion first c:he.c·ks. 
and ·P-r.-eviious fie.lds 
. . . . ~ . . . . - . . . of P-RON:S t·o 
lf so·,. -Asymm:ertri cMatch3 
;·s cal le·d to -rnat-c·.:h t:·he I NTR field of CPSR [N Phead] 
:with INTR of -an ·a.rbitrary pronouh· ... lf the match 
. . . . . . . . 
succeeds, t·he protlqun form wi l J. ·b··e. used. 
·f·or··m 'b~ g~n.e-r-at.ed (her, t he.m, etc. ) . 
d .. . .. P-R.ON-SUBJ (Lexical ) - executes if PR.:0:N su-c--
ceed:s. an·cl syntactic generation is at a poi--nt 
previous to SUBJ and PRED. Then a s:·ubJ:e.c:t·;:·v .. e 
fiorm.: i$ produced (for example, she, the.y_) .!: 
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e. NAME - 1f CPSR[NPHEAD] is on the Names 11st 
then a proper name will be generated. 
f. DEF - will generate "the". 
g. INDEF - randomly decide whether to produce a 
singular or plural phrase; if singular, refine 
NPHEAD by "a" (-PLUR). 
h. NOUN - a referent is in the Current or Pre-
vious field of PRONS, but a pronoun or proper 
name could not be used, then a premodifier is 
needed, so NOUN will fail. i . NADJ, 
NVING - will randomly choose a lexical predicate 
that matches the CPSR[NPHEAD].INTR and refine it. 
The lexical predicate thus adds descriptive in-
formation that will distinguish it from other 
referents in Prons.Curr or Prons.Prev. 
H. Demonstration 
Predicative and referential semantics will 
be implemented as described above to generate 
sentences . Referential semantic actions are 
. 
described 
generated 
described): 
below for some typical 
(predicative actions 
1st sentence generated: 
Did you make the statements? 
sentences 
are not 
Referential semantic actions taken: 
.. 
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,,,' 
1. PRON - PRONSUBJ : PRONS contains 
"you" at initialization; AsymetricMatch3 of 
CPSR[NPhead] an~ Hyou• succeeds; "you" generated. 
2. DEF : "the" generated. 
3. NOUN : "statements" generated. 
2nd sentence generated: 
Lisa herself made the.111~ 
Referential semantic action~ taken: 
1 • NAME : "L .. i sa." generated. 
2. PRONR.EFLEX : CPSR[NPhead] 
C.PS:R:[sU .. 8:Ji]; ·":her·self·" generated. 
-
3~ PRON - PRONOBJ: PRONS. PR.EV· 
:con:t.ains· reference to 
... ·. ·.. . ,- .·.·-.· .... · .. , 
11 
·statements·" • 
. . . . . ,
.AsY.m.m·et r i cMatch3 of CPSR[NPhead] ~hd ••them" 
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SUMMARY 
McCorduck [79] points out that "ours is a 
history of self-imitation,· now in its climax, 
the chapter which "attempts to reproduce the 
quintessence of our humanity. our faculty fo~ 
r:eason ... \lie shoul.d not then expect this to. :b.e a 
trivial effort. There are some weighty issues 
and problems which we have only begun to •tudy. 
Natural Tanguage generation is an active area of 
r·:,e:se.ar·c:h_, boasting a number of interesti:n·g sys-
tems 'c,urrently irr Qperation and undoubtedly these 
will be expand:ed and others will be developed 
.. 
,n 
·t·h,e. he.-><t: a·ec·a·de-. 
The RVG formalism could be a powerful one 
for natural language generation, and the prece-
ding suggests some avenues for exploiting that 
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